Progressive retinal changes in pediatric multiple sclerosis
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A B S T R A C T

Objectives To determine to what extent acute demyelinating episodes versus chronic degenerative phenomena drive retinal neuroaxonal damage in pediatric acquired demyelinating syndromes (ADS).

Methods We acquired optical coherence tomography (OCT) data (follow-up range: 2 weeks – 5 years, at variable intervals from presentation) in pediatric participants who had multiple sclerosis (MS), monosymptic ADS, or were healthy. Multivariable mixed effects models were used to assess the association of the number of demyelinating episodes (either optic neuritis [ON], or non-ON relapses) with changes in retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) or ganglion cell layer inner plexiform layer (GCIPL) thickness.

Results 64 OCT scans from 23 MS, and 33 scans from 12 monosymptic ADS participants were compared with 68 scans from 62 healthy participants. The first ON episode had the biggest impact on RNFL or GCIPL thickness in monosymptic ADS (RNFL: -7.9 μm, CI: -5.5, p = 0.0056; GCIPL: -8.4 μm, CI: 4.4, p = 0.0002) and MS (RNFL: -16 μm, CI: 3.7, p < 10^-6; GCIPL: -15 μm, CI: 2.6, p < 10^-5). Non-ON relapses were also associated with small but significant retinal thickness reductions in MS (RNFL: -2.6 μm//relapse, CI: 1.4, p = 0.0003; GCIPL: -2.8 μm/relapse, CI: 0.89, p < 10^-6). MS participants showed progressive GCIPL thinning independent of acute demyelinating episodes (-2.7 μm/year, CI: 1.9, p = 0.0058).

Conclusions We showed a prominent impact of early ON episodes on OCT measures of neuroaxonal structure in patients with ADS. We also demonstrated negative effects of non-ON relapses, and the presence of chronic retinal neurodegenerative changes, in youth with MS.

1. Introduction

In MS, the inner layers of the retina are subject to widespread inflammatory and degenerative changes (Green et al., 2010) which can be estimated quantitatively and non-invasively by OCT. Decreased peri-papillary RNFL or macular ganglion GCIPL thickness, as measured using OCT, are considered to be reliable markers of chronic retinal neuroaxonal damage (Petzold et al., 2017).

Abbreviations: ADEM, acute disseminated encephalomyelitis; ADS, acquired demyelinating syndromes; AQP4, aquaporin 4; CI, 95% confidence interval; DMT, disease-modifying treatment; Eq., equation; GCIPL, ganglion cell layer-inner plexiform layer; GCIPLT, GCIPL thickness; MOG, myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein; N, number; OCT, optical coherence tomography; ON, optic neuritis; RNFL, retinal nerve fiber layer; RNFLT, RNFL thickness; TM, transverse myelitis.
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The OCT literature in pediatric MS is, to date, scant. As in adults, profound RNFL and GCCPL thickness reductions have been consistently demonstrated in children after an acute episode of ON (Costello et al., 2015; Graves et al., 2016; Waldman et al., 2013; Yeh et al., 2014, 2009). Recent longitudinal MRI studies described a progressive loss of brain tissue integrity in pediatric MS (Aubert-Broche et al., 2014; Longoni et al., 2017) and conceivably similar phenomena could be hypothesized to occur within the retina.

On the other hand, transient episodes of CNS inflammation in the absence of chronic disease (monophasic ADS) are not expected to be associated with progressive retinal pathology. Even a single episode of transient hemispheric inflammation has, however, been shown to lead to permanent disruption of brain white matter integrity and failure of normal brain growth (Aubert-Broche et al., 2014; Longoni et al., 2017), but the long-term effect of monophasic CNS inflammation on retinal structures is unknown.

Longitudinal studies could thus potentially allow a quantification of the distinct effects of acute demyelinating episodes versus chronic degenerative phenomena on the retina in this population.

We aimed to longitudinally evaluate retinal neuroaxonal injury in children with pediatric-onset MS and monophasic ADS compared to a healthy control population, and, further, to assess how episodes of inflammation of the optic nerve or of other CNS locations influence these dynamics.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

This was a exploratory longitudinal analysis of prospectively collected observational data (2010–2018) from children and adolescents enrolled at the Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids) (Toronto, Canada) or at the Alberta Children’s Hospital (Calgary, Canada) (Fig. 1) in the prospective Canadian Pediatric Acquired Demyelinating Disease Study (Banwell et al., 2011) or in a longitudinal Registry of pediatric patients with acquired demyelination at the Hospital for Sick Children. Participants from the first cohort were enrolled at the time of clinical presentation (ADS) and were imaged with OCT as close to the time of incident demyelination as practical, and subsequently at 3, 6, and 12 months, then yearly afterwards and at the time of further demyelinating epis- sodes. The separate cohort of participants from the Hospital for Sick Children were assessed at regular intervals at the time of clinic visits or at the time of further demyelinating episodes.

Inclusion criteria were: (i) a diagnosis of MS or monophasic ADS (Krupp et al., 2013); (ii) age <18 years at the time of enrollment; and (iii) at least two standardized OCT time points acquired at variable intervals from the first acute neurological presentation which passed quality control (Tewarie et al., 2012). Exclusion criteria were a history of (i) other neurological conditions or major medical comorbidities; (ii) coexisting ocular pathologies; (iii) refractive error ± 6 diopters; (iv) an MS relapse in the previous 30 days; or (v) monophasic ADS with less than two years of follow-up. Anti-MOG antibodies were tested in a subset of patients as detailed in Table 1. ON was defined as an acute episode of optic nerve inflammation confirmed by clinical and/or neurophysiological evaluation, according to standard definitions (Pet- zold et al., 2014). Eyes from participants with and without a clinical history of ON were included. For those with a history of ON, all mea- surements obtained within –15 and +90 days from the episode were excluded from the current analysis, to eliminate most of the confounding effect of acute (pre-clinical or clinical) retinal changes (Costello et al., 2015). Age- and sex-matched healthy participants were recruited from the community in Toronto and Calgary through local advertisement. Only a small number of these (n = 6) had OCT measurements from two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Clinical and demographic characteristics of the three study groups.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female sex, n (%)</td>
<td>16 (69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tested for MOG-Ab (no. of MOG-Ab positive)</td>
<td>7/23 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tested for AQP4-Ab (no. of AQP4-Ab positive)</td>
<td>5/23 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking DMT, n (%)</td>
<td>20 (88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of OCTs per participant (range)</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median number of OCTs</td>
<td>2 (2–6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median OCT follow-up (range) (years)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.04–4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age at incident demyelination (range) (years)</td>
<td>13.6 (5.9–17.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median time from incident demyelination at study entry (range) (years)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.01–11.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of OCT observations according to the number of previous eye-specific episodes of ON (number of eye-time points (%))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 ONs</td>
<td>n = 88 (99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ON</td>
<td>n = 34 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 2 ONs</td>
<td>n = 6 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of OCT observations according to the number of previous non-ON relapses post incident demyelination (number of eye-time points (%))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 relapses</td>
<td>n = 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 relapse</td>
<td>n = 24 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 relapses</td>
<td>n = 3 (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Seven isolated ON, three isolated TMs, one ADEM, and one other polyfocal CNS syndrome without encephalopathy.
- Twenty of the MS participants (88%) received disease-modifying treatment for part or the whole study follow-up (glatiramer acetate, n = seven; interferon β-1a, n = seven; dimethyl fumarate, n = six; natalizumab, n = four; interferon β-1b, n = three; peginterferon β-1a, n = three; cyclophosphamide, n = two; teriflunomide, n = one; rituximab, n = one; alemtuzumab, n = one).
- “OCT follow-up” refers to the elapsed time between the first and last OCT scan analyzed.
- * “Study entry” refers to the time of the first OCT.

Fig. 1. Study flow diagram.
time points. See Fig. 1 for a study flow diagram.

2.2. Clinical evaluation and history

Demographic and clinical information including sex, age and time from incident demyelination at study entry, number of clinical episodes of ON as well as the date and affected eye for each episode, number and date of MS relapses, the use of DMT, and comorbidities were collected using a standardized case report form.

2.3. OCT data acquisition and processing

In both centers, all scans were performed by trained personnel using a spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) Cirrus scanner (Carl Zeiss Meditec 4000, software version 7.0.3.19). Scanning was performed using the Optic Disc Cube 200 × 200 scan protocol for evaluation of the peripapillary RNFLT, and the Macular Cube 512 × 128 scan protocol for that of GCIPLT. Signal strength equal to or above 6 (out of 10) was considered adequate for analysis. Peripapillary RNFLT was assessed by quadrant, and the average of all quadrants was reported as the mean RNFLT in micrometers (µm). GCIPLT was measured in sextants and averaged to provide a mean GCIPLT [µm]. GCIPLT and RNFLT were derived from data generated by the manufacturer’s fully automated segmentation software. Segmentation results were reviewed to ensure accuracy, with manual correction by trained OCT technicians where necessary.

2.4. Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents

Ethics approval was received from the Research Ethics Board at the Hospital for Sick Children (REB# 1000005356 and 1000053920) and the University of Calgary (REB# 151111 and 151297). Written informed consent was obtained from all guardians and informed assent from all participants before study initiation.

2.5. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using custom software written in Python (Python Software Foundation, python.org) and R (R Core Team, 2017) using the Scientific Python package (SciPy, www.scipy.org), the RPy2 module (RPy2, rpy.sourceforge.net) the lm4 package, and SPSS (IBM Corp. Version 26.0. Armonk, NY). We conducted a preliminary analysis comparing the GCIPLT and RNFLT between the two sites and between groups of the two sites after adjusting for age at measure and sex, and they did not differ (RNFLT: corrected model F 7.5, p = 3.4 × 10^{-7}; site: F 2.4, p = 0.13; site’group: F 0.1, p = 0.34; GCIPLT: corrected model F 7.9, p = 1.5 × 10^{-7}; site: F 2.2, p = 0.14; site’group: F 1.3, p = 0.27). Therefore, participants from both sites were pooled for subsequent analyses.

Our main model (Eqs. (1) and (2), Appendix e-1) assessed each eye from each participant longitudinally using mixed effects models with random effects for eye (right and left) nested within subject to account for inter-eye and intra-eye correlation over repeated measurements. RNFLT and GCIPLT changes over time in each group (healthy participants as reference group) were modeled with fixed effects for age at study entry (study entry = time of first OCT), time from incident demyelination at study entry (for MS or patients with monophasic ADS), time from study entry, number of eye-specific ON episodes as of each OCT time point, and their interactions, as detailed in Appendix e-1. The number of ON episodes was categorized as zero, one, or greater than one (eyes of patients without previous ON, and unaffected eyes of patients with previous unilateral ON - “fellow eyes”- were not distinguished). Our analysis accounted for the number of ON episodes for each patient-eye as measured in the interval from presentation to each OCT visit (rather than a cumulative number over the study for each patient). The number of non-ON relapses at the time of each OCT visit was categorized as zero or more than zero.

As the main model did not include terms estimating the effect of time from incident demyelination at study entry on RNFLT or GCIPLT of MS or monophasic ADS separately (assessing the presence of possible chronic changes before study start in either group), this was assessed in two ad hoc models (Eqs. (3) and (4), Appendix e-1), including similar fixed and random effects included in Eqs. (1) and (2).

Finally, we assessed the within-eye association between RNFLT and GCIPLT over time in our whole study population, to investigate whether the changes were concordant or not (Eq. (5), Appendix e-1). Chi-squared tests comparing the log-likelihoods of the models (Eq. (1) to (5)) with null models tested whether the model as a whole had significant explanatory power. Results were corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni correction for five independent tests, with adjusted p for the F test of overall significance of each model = 0.001) and reported where significant. Residual plots were inspected to ensure models’ accuracy. Appendix e-1 includes a detailed explanation of the statistical analysis.

4. Results

4.1. Demographic and clinical characteristics

We analyzed 64 OCT scans from 23 participants with pediatric MS, 33 OCT scans from 12 participants with monophasic ADS, and 68 OCT scans from 62 healthy participants. See Table 1 for detailed clinical and demographical data. The full model fits are displayed in Appendix e-2.

RNFL or GCIPLT changes associated with acute demyelinating episodes (Fig. 2: Intercepts).

RNFLT (Eq. (1)). The average RNFLT for a control of average age at study start (14 years) was 100.5 µm. On multivariable analysis, eyes of monophasic ADS or MS participants who had never experienced ON had RNFLT that were not significantly thinner than that of healthy participants (monophasic ADS: −9.8 µm, CI: −11; MS: −6.1 µm, CI = 6.5, p = 0.084, versus healthy participants). Monophasic ADS or MS eyes with one episode of ON had decreased RNFL compared to eyes with zero episodes of ON (monophasic ADS: −7.9 µm, CI = 5.5, p = 0.0056; MS: −16 µm, CI = 3.7, p < 10^{-6}, versus eyes of the corresponding disease group with zero ON episodes). However, on average, eyes of MS participants that experienced multiple additional ON episodes did not have significantly lower RNFLT compared to eyes with one ON episode (−0.58 µm, CI = 6.0, p = 0.85). Each non-ON disease relapse after incident demyelination in the MS group was associated with an average RNFLT decrement of −2.6 µm/ relapse (CI = 1.4, p = 0.0003).

GCIPLT (Eq. (2)). GCIPLT averaged 85 µm in the eyes of healthy participants. In patient eyes with no previous history of ON, GCIPLT was similar to that of healthy controls (monophasic ADS: −5.2 µm, CI = 8.3; MS: −2.2 µm, CI = 3.9, p = 0.33, versus healthy participants). However, GCIPLT was significantly lower after the first episode of ON (monophasic ADS: −8.4 µm, CI = 4.4, p = 0.0002; MS: −15 µm, CI = 2.6, p < 10^{-6}, versus eyes of the corresponding disease group with zero ON episodes). The occurrence of additional ON episodes after the first was not associated with significant additional GCIPLT thickness decrements (0.21 µm, CI = 4.5, p = 0.93, versus eyes with one ON episode) in the MS group. Each non-ON relapse after incident demyelination was associated with an average GCIPLT thickness decrement of −2.8 µm (CI = 0.89, p < 10^{-6}).

Progressive RNFL or GCIPLT changes independent of acute demyelinating episodes (Fig. 2: Trajectories).

RNFLT. RNFLT of MS participants was associated with time from incident demyelination (−2.8 µm/year; CI = 1.5, p = 0.0004), indicating ongoing RNFLT decline independent of ON episodes or disease relapses before study entry (Eq. (3)). During the study period, however, neither monophasic ADS nor MS eyes for any of the ON or relapse categories showed significant progressive RNFL changes independent of clinical ON episodes or non-ON relapses (Eq. (1)).

GCIPLT. As with RNFLT, GCIPLT before study entry was decreased in
relation to time from incident demyelination (−1.5 μm/year; CI = 0.83, 
\( p = 0.0005 \)) in MS participants (Eq. (4)). Interestingly, MS eyes with 
multiple previous episodes of ON showed ongoing GCIPL thinning 
(−2.7 μm/year, CI = 1.9, \( p = 0.0058 \)) while multiple previous non-ON 
relapses were not associated with subsequent significant ongoing GCIPL 
thinning. However, each non-ON relapse was associated with progressively 
slower GCIPL changes over time (attenuated atrophy rates) 
(0.55 μm/year slower yearly thinning versus eyes of MS participants with one 
less previous relapse, CI = 0.41, \( p = 0.0089 \)). Monophasic ADS did not 
show significant progressive GCIPL changes (Eq. (2)).

**Longitudinal relationship between RNFLT and GCIPL.**

Within the same eye and over time, RNFLT was strongly associated 
with GCIPL (−1.1 μm for each one-μm increase of GCIPL, CI = 0.074, 
\( p < 10^{-5} \) (Eq. (5)).

5. **Discussion**

In this longitudinal study we found chronic, progressive reductions 
of GCIPL through time in youth with MS, beginning after multiple (> 
one) episodes of ON. While we detected a pronounced impact of the first
episode of ON on RNFL or GC-IPLT in MS participants, subsequent episodes were associated with much smaller decreases in thickness. In addition, we observed small but significant reductions of both retinal layers’ thicknesses in association with every non-ON relapse after incident demyelination.

Monophasic ADS are a heterogeneous group of disorders characterized by transient and non-recurrent CNS inflammation, not meeting the diagnostic criteria for MS (Thompson et al., 2016). These may include ADEM-like phenotypes, ON, acute TM, brainstem or cerebellar syndromes, hemispheric-related syndromes, or their combination. Monophasic ADS participants who experienced ON showed pronounced decrease in both retinal layers’ thicknesses, but ongoing degenerative changes independent of ON episodes were not found. Only a small proportion of patients were tested for MOG antibody. This precluded us from a separate evaluation of MOG-positive patients, in whom clinical events may be separated by many years, and a chronic biology has not yet been ascertained.

**RNFL or GC-IPLT were not significantly affected in MS or monophasic ADS in the absence of previous episodes of ON.**

These results are consistent with those of our previous cross-sectional study from 2009, where partially overlapping study cohorts were included (Yeh et al., 2009). Results from other previous studies investigating subclinical OCT changes in pediatric MS patients (either distinguishing or not between eyes of MS patients without a history of ON in either eye or fellow eyes) are generally in agreement with this finding (Graves et al., 2016; Waldman et al., 2013, 2017; Yilmaz et al., 2012).

While the small sample size of both our MS and healthy participant cohorts limits the power of our study, our results suggest a relative preservation of retinal layer thicknesses in pediatric MS or monophasic ADS in the absence of previous ON episodes and supports the notion of acute optic nerve inflammation as one of the major determinants of axonal loss and neurodegeneration within the retina of these patients.

**Pronounced retinal layer changes occurred in both MS and monophasic ADS in association with the first episode of ON.**

In accordance with previous literature (Graves et al., 2016; Waldman et al., 2013; Yeh et al., 2014; Yilmaz et al., 2012) we observed markedly reduced RNFL or GC-IPL thickness associated with the first episode of ON in youth with MS. Importantly, affected eyes of monophasic ADS participants also showed significant retinal injury. Our models did not detect significant further incremental RNFL or GC-IPL thickness decrements associated with each additional episode of ON in children with MS. However, our analysis included only six OCT visits from MS participants with two or more episodes of ON, decreasing our ability to detect significant changes in this group. We previously evaluated the additive effect of multiple episodes of ON in a group of children with various ADS (including 16 children with MS) (Yeh et al., 2014). Compared to control eyes, RNFL showed a linear trend of 9 μm decrements with each additional episode of ON, while GC-IPL thickness did not show significant incremental reductions (Yeh et al., 2014).

The discrepancy with our current results for the RNFL may derive from the different statistical approaches. While we previously evaluated average decrements across ON episodes, we have now specifically estimated the decrements associated with each additional ON episode. Our data suggest a non-linear effect of multiple ON episodes on retinal thicknesses, and this should be taken into account in future studies on larger cohorts.

Another reason for discrepancy may derive from combining MS and other ADS in the same group in our previous study (Yeh et al., 2014).

**Ongoing degeneration occurred within both RNFL and GC-IPL of pediatric MS participants before study entry.**

In participants with MS, our models (Eqs. (4) and (5)) predicted ongoing RNFLT and GC-IPLT decline independent of ON episodes or relapses before the time of study entry. This was unexpected in the context of absence of significant RNFLT or GC-IPLT decline independent of acute attacks after study start. These results may be partly explained by a slowing of retinal layers’ thinning with increasing disease duration in participants with MS (the role of DMT initiation on retinal layers’ changes will need to be elucidated in future studies).

**Ongoing degeneration occurred within the GC-IPLT of pediatric MS participants after multiple previous ON episodes.**

We found a progressive decrease of GC-IPL thickness over time in eyes of youth with MS after multiple episodes of ON. These results may be explained by ongoing subclinical episodes of optic nerve inflammation, a delayed effect of multiple previous ON episodes on the GC-IPL, or suggest the instauration of neurodegenerative phenomena within the retina. The exact mechanisms of progressive retinal injury will have to be elucidated in future studies including pathological evidence.

**Non-ON disease relapses were associated with moderate discrete incremental GC-IPL and RNFL thickness reductions in children with MS.**

The association between GC-IPL thickness reductions and non-ON disease relapses is in keeping with previous findings in adults with MS that showed an association of retinal injury with increased brain inflammatory disease activity (Gordon-Lipkin et al., 2007; Green et al., 2018; Krier et al., 2016a, 2016b; Ob et al., 2015; Ratchford et al., 2013; Saidha et al., 2012). This may reflect neuroaxonal degeneration from distant lesions within the optic radiations (Lindabah et al., 2009), or different mechanisms related to diffuse brain inflammation. Our interpretation of this finding, which may support the view of OCT as a surrogate marker of disease activity in pediatric MS, is limited by the lack of MRI-derived measures of disease burden in MS patients, such that we could not establish the contribution of posterior visual pathway lesions leading to GC-IPL thickness reduction by retrograde and/or trans-synaptic degeneration from post-geniculate lesions. Interestingly, GC-IPL showed attenuated atrophy rates in children with MS after multiple non-ON disease relapses. This is consistent with previous longitudinal studies showing a slower GC-IPL thinning in adult patients with higher number of previous relapses (Balk et al., 2016; Ratchford et al., 2013), and may hint at a diminished tendency for inflammatory damage over the course of the disease, or at a gradual depletion of retinal structures available for neurodegeneration. Of note, our results of decreased retinal layers’ thicknesses with each episode of non-ON relapse, in the absence of significant thickness reductions associated with episodes of ON following the first one, may be explained by the different statistical approach used to evaluate the effect of ON and non-ON relapses. As previously mentioned, we evaluated the specific effect of each sequential (0, 1, >1) ON episode on retinal thicknesses, while the decrements associated with each non-ON relapse were evaluated using a linear trend (averaging the effect of subsequent non-ON relapses). These results, however, may also be explained by the low rate of MS participants with multiple ON, and the higher number of MS participants with non-ON relapses. Therefore, these findings need to be interpreted with caution.

Our analysis is limited by the relatively small sample size with limited longitudinal follow-up for participants with MS or monophasic ADS, and by the lack of longitudinal OCT sampling for healthy controls. These factors may have reduced our statistical power. The small sample size also prevented us from evaluating the effects of the presence of MOG-antibodies, disease-modifying treatment, or sexual dimorphism on retinal outcomes. Furthermore, the lack of standardized brain imaging precluded us from evaluating the relationship between retinal outcome and brain volume in pediatric MS.

In pediatric MS and monophasic ADS, axonal loss and neurodegeneration within the retina are predominantly related to the first episode of acute optic nerve inflammation. Progressive degenerative phenomena at the level of the GC-IPL, which proceed independently of further clinical episodes of ON or non-ON relapses, also occur in children with pediatric MS. These findings indicate an increased pathogenicity of early inflame of study resod on retinal strucures, they confirm a link between retinal and global brain injury in pediatric MS, and possibly suggest an exhaustion of the retinal compensatory ability after repeated inflammatory bouts. This may have important implications for treatment strategies in this population of children.
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